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[1] The response of plant ecosystems to environmental change will determine whether

the terrestrial biosphere will remain a substantial carbon sink or become a source during
the next century. We use two ecosystem models, the Generic Decomposition And
Yield model (G’DAY) and the daily time step version of the Century model (DAYCENT),
to simulate net ecosystem productivity (NEP) for three contrasting ecosystems (shortgrass
steppe in Colorado, tallgrass prairie in Kansas, and Norway spruce in Sweden) with
varying degrees of water, temperature, and nutrient limitation, to determine responses
to gradual increases in atmospheric CO2 concentration ([CO2]), temperature, and nitrogen
input over 100 years. Using G’DAY, under rising [CO2], there is evidence of C sink
‘‘saturation,’’ defined here as positive NEP reaching an upper limit and then declining
toward zero, at all three sites (due largely to increased N immobilization in soil organic
matter) but a positive C sink is sustained throughout the 100 years. DAYCENT also
predicts a sustained C sink at all three sites under rising [CO2], with evidence of C sink
saturation for the Colorado grassland and the C sink levels off after 80 years for the
Kansas grassland. Warming reduces soil C and the C sink in both grassland ecosystems
but increases the C sink in the forest. Warming increases decomposition and soil N
mineralization, which stimulates net primary productivity (NPP) at all sites except when
inducing water limitation. At the forest site some of the enhanced N release is allocated to
a woody biomass pool with a low N:C ratio so that warming enhances NEP without
increased N input at the forest site, but not at the grassland sites. Responses to
combinations of treatments are generally additive for DAYCENT but more interactive
for G’DAY, especially under combined rising [CO2] and warming at the strongly waterand N-limited shortgrass steppe. Increasing N input alleviates C sink saturation and
enhances NEP, NPP, and soil C at all sites. At the water-limited grassland sites the effect
of rising [CO2] on growth is greatest during the drier seasons. Key sensitivities in the
simulations of NEP are identified and include NPP sensitivity to gradual increase in
[CO2], N immobilization as a long-term feedback, and the presence or not of plant
biomass pools with low N:C ratio.
Citation: Pepper, D. A., S. J. Del Grosso, R. E. McMurtrie, and W. J. Parton (2005), Simulated carbon sink response of shortgrass
steppe, tallgrass prairie and forest ecosystems to rising [CO2], temperature and nitrogen input, Global Biogeochem. Cycles, 19,
GB1004, doi:10.1029/2004GB002226.

1. Introduction
[2] In the global carbon budget for the 1980s and 1990s,
terrestrial ecosystems constitute a net sink of approximately
0.2 and 1.4 Pg C yr1, respectively [Schimel, 1995;
Houghton et al., 2001]. There is, however, considerable
debate over whether the terrestrial carbon (C) sink will be
sustained, will saturate, or is about to change from a
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substantial net C sink to a net C source as a result of global
environmental change [Schimel et al., 1995; Cramer and
Canadell, 2000; Houghton et al., 2001]. Some scientists
have argued, for instance, that the terrestrial biosphere could
become a C source in the next century [Cao and Woodward,
1998; Pearce, 1999; Scholes, 1999; Scholes et al., 1999;
Walker et al., 1999; Kirschbaum, 2000]. One of their main
arguments is that the balance between respiratory C losses
(autotrophic and heterotrophic; plant and soil) and plant C
gain will shift because respiration will increase exponentially with rising temperature (T) whereas plant productivity
will become more CO2-saturated with increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration ([CO2]). This argument has been
criticized because it is based largely upon observations of
direct, relatively short-term effects of T and [CO2] on plant
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and soil processes and therefore ignores potentially important long-term plant-soil feedbacks operating on decadal
and longer timescales [e.g., McMurtrie and Comins, 1996;
Medlyn et al., 2000; McMurtrie et al., 2001].
[3] Using a forest ecosystem model that incorporates both
short- and long-term effects, McMurtrie et al. [2001] predict
that a nitrogen-(N)-limited Norway spruce ecosystem based
on that at Flakaliden, Sweden, will remain a C sink
throughout the next century. The size of the C sink they
predict is, however, sensitive to assumptions about soil-N
feedbacks. Their sensitivity analysis identifies soil N immobilization, controlled by varying soil N:C ratios, as a key
process in C sink variation under conditions of rising [CO2]
and temperature. Under rising [CO2] their simulations with
flexible soil N:C ratio show evidence of C sink saturation,
with net ecosystem production (NEP) increasing to a peak
and then declining toward zero NEP.
[4] The mechanisms underlying possible C sink saturation
are complex, involving physiological and structural processes at ecosystem and regional scales, and processes affected
in direct and/or indirect ways by environmental changes
(predicted to result from rising [CO2] and T). For example,
elevated [CO2] directly stimulates photosynthetic CO2 uptake, and generally improves both water- and N-use efficiencies but these effects diminish at high CO2 levels.
Elevated temperature stimulates soil heterotrophic respiration but also enhances N-release, which may lead to
increased NPP. The mechanisms have been incorporated
in numerous modeling studies including that by McMurtrie
et al. [2001] and one where six dynamic global vegetation
models (DGVMs) were forced by the combination of
increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration and climate
change [Cramer et al., 2001]. Five of the six DGVMs
predict that the current global C sink, in a world without
deforestation and land-use by humans, will be sustained or
enhanced over the next century. On average, the DGVMs
show a sink of 1.6 Gt C yr1 for the 1990s, rising to
approximately 4 Gt C yr1 by 2050 and then declining to
approximately 3.5 Gt C yr1 by 2100. For all six DGVMs
the decline in the global C sink is dominated by the
temperature effect; sink saturation is less evident in simulations with rising [CO2] alone than under both rising [CO2]
and T. The combined effect of increasing [CO2] and T on
water- or nutrient-limited plant productivity cannot yet be
accurately predicted [Bonan and van Cleve, 1991; Melillo et
al., 1993; Houghton et al., 1998] because of inadequate
understanding of mechanistic responses to increasing [CO2]
and T, including effects on air humidity, plant water use, soil
nutrient availability, species composition, and fire frequency.
[5] In the case of temperature response alone, evidence
gathered from a soil-warming experiment on Norway
spruce at Flakaliden in Sweden [Jarvis and Linder, 2000;
Strömgren and Linder, 2002] contradicts claims that the
projected temperature rise, around 1 to 3.5C in the next
50 –100 years [Houghton et al., 1995] or 1.4 to 5.8C from
1990 to 2100 [Houghton et al., 2001], is likely to result in
conversion of forest C sinks to sources. In this experiment,
measured 5 years after commencement of treatments, soil
warming increased annual stemwood growth by more than
50%, but CO2 efflux from the forest floor was less than 10%
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higher, which was not significant [Strömgren and Linder,
2002]. The large growth response to soil warming was
attributed mainly to increased N uptake and partly to earlier
snowmelt and longer growing season [Jarvis and Linder,
2000]. In spite of low CO2 efflux from the forest floor after
5 years, forest productivity remained at the high level,
raising uncertainties about the effect of future litter input
and subsequent N mineralization-immobilization feedbacks
to productivity over the long term.
[6] Other recent soil-warming experimental evidence,
used in a recent meta-analysis of ecosystem warming
experiments in tundra, forest, and grassland ecosystems
[Rustad et al., 2001], suggests that the relative magnitude
of temperature-induced increases in respiration, production,
and nutrient mineralization will be crucial for predicting the
carbon sink response to rising temperature. Rustad et al.
[2001] found that increases in N mineralization (+64%)
were larger overall than increases in soil respiration (+20%)
and aboveground plant productivity (+27%). They found
that forested ecosystems generally had larger soil respiration
responses and larger N mineralization responses than tundra
or grassland, but smaller productivity responses than tundra.
Their results for meta-analysis grouping all ecosystems were
significant in spite of large variability among sites and
insignificant correlations between ecosystem parameters (N
mineralization, soil respiration, and biomass production), and
between geographic, climatic, and environmental variables,
thus highlighting the likely importance of other site-specific
factors [Rustad et al., 2001].
[7] NEP responses to increasing [CO2], to increasing
temperature, and to other associated environmental changes
are uncertain for most ecosystems [Schimel et al., 2001] and
are likely to differ in contrasting environments over the next
century [e.g., Cao and Woodward, 1998]. One uncertainty
[Gifford, 1992, 1994; Zak et al., 1993; Peñuelas and
Estiarte, 1997] concerns whether enhanced NPP will lead
to greater availability of carbon substrate in the soil to
support increased populations of atmospheric N2 fixers
[Vitousek et al., 2002]. If so, then factors that directly and
indirectly increase NPP could lead to an inflow of N to the
ecosystem additional to other N inputs such as atmospheric
deposition. Oren et al. [2001], for example, demonstrate
that forest growth response to elevated [CO2] may be
undetectable on infertile soil, or initially increase and then
decrease on sites of intermediate fertility, but increase and
stay high with increased N inputs.
[8] Although most field studies involving elevated CO2
levels have been single factor experiments, rising CO2
concentrations are likely to be accompanied by increases
in temperature and N inputs and increases or decreases in
precipitation. In one field study designed to address these
interactions, Shaw et al. [2002] showed that while elevated [CO2] increased NPP in a California annual grassland as a single factor manipulation, increased [CO2]
suppressed the positive effects of increased precipitation,
temperature, and N deposition on NPP in the multifactor
treatments. The extent to which these results apply to
other ecosystems is unknown, but they make clear that
interactions are important and not easily predictable.
Results from various single-factor experiments can be
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Table 1. Treatments Applied in Ecosystem Simulationsa
Description
Gradual increase in [CO2] (350 to 700 ppm)
Gradual increase in temperature;
Tmax (1C), Tmin (3C), Tsoil (2C)
Gradual increase in [CO2] and temperature
Gradual increase in [CO2] and N input (1 g m2)
Gradual increase in [CO2], temperature and N input

Denoted
C
T
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[CO2] is larger in dry years than in wet years as found
by Owensby et al. [1999] for tallgrass prairie.

2. Modeling

CT
CN
CTN

a
Values in round brackets indicate the rates of increase per century
applied gradually, and abbreviations are: Tmax, air temperature maximum;
Tmin, air temperature minimum; Tsoil, soil temperature.

used to build, test, and improve ecosystem models.
Models can then be used to explore how different factors
interact on short as well as long timescales, to identify
key sensitivities and generate hypotheses, and as such,
they complement observations in the field.
[9] Our goal in this paper is to investigate mechanisms
underlying the NEP response to gradual increases
in [CO2], temperature, and N input, using ecosystem
response simulations, based on three contrasting ecosystems: a boreal, N-limited coniferous forest (this experimental site includes high [CO 2 ] and soil-warming
treatments) at Flakaliden, Sweden; a temperate, C4dominant tallgrass prairie at Kansas, and a C3/C4 shortgrass steppe at Colorado (both grassland sites include
high [CO2] treatments). All three ecosystems have been
the subject of several years of fieldwork, including CO2
enrichment experiments at all three and soil warming at
Colorado and Flakaliden, that provides valuable, prerequisite data sets for parameterizing models. Thus the three
sites were chosen because they represent contrasting
vegetation types and had data available for model parameterization. This study therefore advances that by
McMurtrie et al. [2001] by extending the modeling
analysis to forest and grassland sites with different waterand N-limitations, using two process-based models with
different formulations of plant and soil processes, and by
using realistic meteorological data. Using the processbased plant ecosystem models G’DAY (Generic Decomposition And Yield) [Comins and McMurtrie, 1993] and
DAYCENT (daily time step version of the CENTURY
model) [Del Grosso et al., 2001], we simulate net
primary production (NPP), heterotrophic respiration (Rh),
the carbon sink (NEP = NPP  Rh), and soil carbon
responses to various combinations (Table 1) of the three
treatments (rising [CO2], rising T, and rising N input)
over the next century. Our secondary goal is to investigate differences between forest and grass systems, and
water- and N-limited sites. Our more general aim is to
investigate whether or not there is a strong basis for
claims that the terrestrial C sink may soon switch to
being a net C source. An important outcome of this work
is the identification of key sensitivities in models that
affect the future size of predicted C sink/source and how
they vary with environmental and nutrient availability
gradients. We are also interested in whether responses
to perturbations in multiple variables are additive or
interactive, and whether the NPP response to rising

[10] The modeling analysis was done at the stand scale,
without vegetation dynamics, to primarily focus on physiological and biogeochemical mechanisms involved in ecosystem responses to the various treatments. One model
(G’DAY) was developed primarily for forests and is being
extended to grasslands, while the other (DAYCENT) was
developed primarily for grasslands and is being extended to
forests. This makes them highly suitable for this analysis.
Key algorithms and parameters for the two models are
described in Appendix A (Table A1).
2.1. G’DAY Model
[ 11 ] The Generic Decomposition And Yield model
(G’DAY) simulates C and N dynamics in plant-soil ecosystems using a daily time step, and has been used to
investigate long-term ecosystem responses to rising [CO2]
and temperature, and management practices. Only a brief
outline of G’DAY is given here because G’DAY has been
fully described elsewhere [Comins and McMurtrie, 1993;
Medlyn et al., 2000]. G’DAY consists of plant and soil
submodels. The plant submodel simulates net C uptake, C
and N contents of foliage, wood (stems, branches, and
coarse roots), fine roots, and the litter derived from these
plant components. Wood N is divided into an immobile
pool (structural compounds) and a mobile pool (nonstructural compounds). The soil submodel simulates C and N
contents of four litter pools (structural and metabolic, both
aboveground and belowground) and three soil organic
matter (SOM) pools (active, slow, and passive, with different decay rates) as in the CENTURY soil model [Parton et
al., 1987, 1993]. Thus G’DAY represents a set of physiological processes that include C assimilation, respiration,
allocation, tissue senescence, N uptake, N translocation, N
inputs from atmospheric deposition and biological fixation,
and soil processes that include litter and SOM decomposition, N mineralization and immobilization, and N loss by
gaseous emission and leaching.
[12] Productivity in G’DAY is modeled using the plant
submodel RESCAP (RESource CAPture), which was originally developed for cereal crops [Monteith, 1986; Monteith
et al., 1989] but has been modified and applied to a Pinus
radiata forest plantation [Dewar, 1997]. Productivity is
assumed to be the minimum of light- and water-limited
growth rates. Daily light-limited productivity (GL) for the
forest is calculated using the BEWDY model described by
Medlyn et al. [2000]. BEWDY incorporates a mechanistic
model of C 3 leaf photosynthesis [Farquhar and von
Caemmerer, 1982] including direct effects of temperature
and [CO2] on photosynthesis, and separation of sunlit and
shaded foliage. For the grassland systems, GL is determined
from intercepted light using an equation for light-use
efficiency [McMurtrie et al., 1992], without direct effects
of [CO2] on C4 photosynthesis. In both C3 and C4 cases, GL
increases with light absorbed by the canopy as an increasing
function of leaf N content to an upper bound of leaf N, after
which N uptake by the plant is curtailed. For both forest and
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grassland systems, plant respiration is assumed to be a
constant fraction of gross photosynthesis [Gifford, 1994,
2003; Waring et al., 1998; Dewar et al., 1999], implying
that the temperature dependence of autotrophic respiration
is linked to that of photosynthesis.
[13] Water-limited productivity (GW) is determined by the
rate of water extraction by roots [Dewar, 1997], which is
evaluated from root mass and available soil moisture.
Productivity and transpiration are related through the
water-use efficiency (q), which is assumed to vary inversely
with daylight mean saturation vapor pressure deficit (D), so
that the product qD for the system will be conserved over
time [Tanner and Sinclair, 1983]. Dewar [1997] reasoned
that the close physiological link between water and CO2
fluxes, and the conservative natures of light utilization
coefficient e and qD, allows e and qD to form the basis of
a simple model for plant productivity. Although previous
leaf-scale estimates of water-use efficiency indicate a linear
dependence on [CO2] [Morison, 1993; Medlyn et al., 2001],
analysis of biomass and soil moisture data at the tallgrass
prairie site indicates a power law dependence on [CO2]
(D. A. Pepper, manuscript in preparation, 2004),
q ¼ ðq0 =DÞð½CO2 =350Þa ;

ð1Þ

where the value a is 0.703, obtained by simultaneously
fitting G’DAY to both net primary productivity and soil
moisture data at 350 and 700 ppm [CO2], and q0 is the
water-use efficiency at ambient [CO2] and D of 1 kPa.
Estimated values of q0 are 1.3, 2.2, and 3.6 g C kPa
(g H 2O)1 for Colorado, Kansas, and Flakaliden,
respectively. Different q0 values reflect inherent differences
in the hydraulic and carbon uptake designs of different
vegetation types.
[14] In G’DAY, following Parton et al. [1993], we assume that the N:C ratios of substrate entering active, slow,
and passive SOM pools increase linearly between prescribed minimum and maximum values as Ninorg increases
from zero to a critical value (Ncrit = 2 g m2). Soil inorganic
N (Ninorg) is therefore represented explicitly as described by
McMurtrie et al. [2001], including soil N mineralizationimmobilization, variable N:C ratio of SOM, and influxes (N
input) and effluxes (N loss and plant uptake).
[15] A grazing effect [Halliday et al., 2003] was included
in the model for the two grasslands. Half of net primary
production is grazed, 30% of C consumed by grazers is
returned to the ecosystem via faeces, and 85% of N is
returned via faeces and urine. We assumed that faeces has a
N:C ratio of 0.04 (C:N ratio of 25) and lignin content of
25%.
[16] The water, temperature, and nitrogen effects on
G’DAY are implemented via processes described in Appendix A (Table A1). Briefly, G’DAY assumes that waterlimited NPP (GW) and decomposition rate will increase
with plant available water. Mean maximum and minimum
air temperatures are inputs that drive the air, soil, and leaf
temperatures, and vapor pressure deficit in the model, rather
than an energy balance approach being taken. Both NPP
and decomposition rate increase with increasing temperature up to an optimum temperature, but their temperature
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responses may be constrained by water or nitrogen availability. Nitrogen limits NPP under low soil mineral N
supply as diluted leaf N content reduces photosynthesis
and light-use efficiency. The N:C ratio of material entering
SOM pools is a function of the soil inorganic N pool, and
affects soil N availability by determining both soil N
immobilization and gross mineralization. High soil N availability indirectly increases leaf area, which leads to
increases in the amount of light absorbed and hence,
light-limited production. Further details are provided in
Appendix A (Table A1) and the literature [Comins and
McMurtrie, 1993; Dewar, 1997; Medlyn et al., 2000;
McMurtrie et al., 2001].
2.2. DAYCENT Model
[17] DAYCENT [Parton et al., 1998; Kelly et al., 2000;
Del Grosso et al., 2001] is the daily time step version of the
CENTURY model [Parton et al., 1987, 1993, 1994]. DAYCENT simulates exchanges of carbon, nutrients, and trace
gases among the atmosphere, soil, and vegetation, and has
been used to investigate impacts of changes in atmospheric
CO2 concentration and N deposition rates, as well as
disturbance events and management practices.
[18] DAYCENT includes submodels for plant productivity, decomposition of dead plant material and SOM, soilwater and temperature dynamics, and N-gas fluxes. The
amount of C in the various pools, the N concentrations of
the pools, abiotic temperature and soil-water factors, and
soil physical properties control flows of C and nutrients.
Soil texture and current and historical land-use information
are needed to parameterize the model for a particular site. In
contrast to G’DAY, the DAYCENT submodel for NPP does
not explicitly model photosynthesis and light interception.
Radiation is, however, accounted for by assuming that
maximum NPP is controlled by radiation, which depends
on latitude and day of year. Maximum NPP is downregulated on a weekly time step by equations representing
nutrient, water, temperature, and shade limitation [Metherell
et al., 1993]. NPP is distributed among leaf, wood (stem,
branch, and coarse root), and fine root compartments based
on plant type, soil-water content, and mineral N availability.
Turnover rates of plant compartments are controlled by soil
water, temperature, season, and plant-specific senescence
parameters. SOM is divided into three pools based on
decomposition rates [Parton et al., 1993, 1994]. Decomposed detrital material that has a high N:C ratio flows to the
active SOM pool, which includes microbial biomass and the
highly labile byproducts of decomposition that turn over in
approximately 1 year or less. The products of detrital
decomposition that have a lower N:C ratio flow to the slow
SOM pool, which includes the relatively resistant (10- to
50-year turnover rate) byproducts of decomposition. The
passive SOM pool consists of humus that is extremely
resistant to further decomposition. As soils become finer
textured a lower portion of SOM is respired as CO2 and
more SOM is retained in stable form due to physical and
chemical protection. Decomposition of SOM and external
nutrient additions supply the nutrient pool, which is available for plant growth and microbial processes that result in
trace gas fluxes. Nutrients and SOM are concentrated near
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the soil surface and decrease exponentially with depth. An
N-gas submodel simulates nitrogen emissions in detail
[Parton et al., 1996, 2001; Del Grosso et al., 2000]. The
land surface submodel of DAYCENT simulates water flow
through the plant canopy, litter, and soil profile, as well as
soil temperature throughout the profile [Parton et al., 1998;
Eitzinger et al., 2000].
[19] DAYCENT assumes that NPP and organic matter
decomposition rates increase as soil water content increases
until optimum water content is reached, but the optimum is
higher for NPP than decomposition. Similarly, both NPP
and decomposition are influenced by temperature, and the
sensitivity of temperature response is different for the
processes. Optimum, minimum, and maximum temperatures for NPP vary with vegetation type whereas no minimum or maximum temperatures for decomposition are
assumed, although the rate at which decomposition
increases declines as temperature increases (positive first
derivative, negative second derivative). Both NPP and
decomposition are also limited by mineral N availability.
The N effect on decomposition is very similar to G’DAY
(Table A1). In most native systems (those not dominated by
N fixing vegetation) the primary source of mineral N is
from mineralization of soil organic matter via decomposition. When mineral N is in short supply, microbes are
assumed to have preferential access to N. The effects of
elevated atmospheric CO2 concentration are manifested in
three ways in DAYCENT; maximum NPP can increase,
transpiration per unit leaf area can decrease, and plant tissue
N:C ratio can decrease (Table A1). DAYCENT assumes a
linear increase in maximum NPP with rising CO2 concentration, but this will only be realized if water, temperature,
and nitrogen are nonlimiting. CO2-induced changes in
growth rates and tissue N concentration affect the quantity
and quality of litter inputs to soil and hence affect decomposition rates. Increased inputs under elevated [CO2] tend to
increase decomposition rates, but if N is sufficiently limiting, then lower N:C of litter under high [CO2] can inhibit
decomposition rates. Decreased transpiration can lead to
higher soil water contents and indirectly influence decomposition rates, especially in arid systems.
[20] Comparisons with field data show that DAYCENT
simulates soil organic carbon (SOC) levels and trace gas
fluxes reasonably well. The model has been applied to
compare the effects of different land uses on crop SOC
and trace gas fluxes [Del Grosso et al., 2001, 2002].
DAYCENT and G’DAY used similar assumptions for cycling of C and N from grazing.
2.3. Modeling of Water-Use Efficiency
[21] An important difference (Table A1) between G’DAY
and DAYCENT is in how they represent effects of [CO2]
and T on water-use efficiency. DAYCENT assumes that
high [CO2] increases water-use efficiency by reducing
transpiration, so that water savings are immediately
reflected in soil moisture. Thus soil-moisture limitation to
rates of decomposition and soil-N mineralization are alleviated under rising [CO2]. Increases to NPP under rising
[CO2] using DAYCENT arise from the combined direct
effect of [CO2] on NPP, indirect effects of soil moisture on
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NPP, and reduced N-limitation to NPP due to enhanced soilN mineralization on moister soils.
[22] In G’DAY, on the other hand, the rising [CO2]
treatment increases water-use efficiency (with q increasing
by a factor of 1.63 as [CO2] increases from 350 to 700 ppm
(equation (1)), so that transpiration (E) is reduced only
under light-limited conditions (EL = GL/q). Under water
limitation, as frequently occurs at Colorado and Kansas
sites, water-limited transpiration (EW) is determined by root
mass and available soil moisture. Thus, improvements in
water-use efficiency under the rising [CO2] treatment immediately stimulate water-limited NPP (GW = EWq) but may
not immediately affect soil moisture. Another difference
between G’DAY and DAYCENT is that the water reduction
factor acting on decomposition rate is a function of moisture
content of the topsoil layer in G’DAY whereas in
DAYCENT it is a function of water content of the entire
root zone.
2.4. Site Characteristics
[23] We parameterized G’DAY and DAYCENT for two
grasslands and a forest ecosystem. The two grassland sites
represent the xeric and mesic ends of a west-to-east moisture gradient across the large grassland region of the U.S.
central plains. Grasslands worldwide are widespread, covering almost one fifth of the global land surface (24 
106 km2 [Lieth, 1972; Hall and Scurlock, 1991]) and
contain almost one third of global soil carbon stocks
[Anderson, 1991]. Estimated worldwide boreal forest land
cover is 13.7  106 km2 [Dixon et al., 1994]. The forest site
represents young boreal conifer forest.
[24] The first grassland ecosystem is a shortgrass steppe
site at the Central Plains Experimental Range (CPER)
located 60 km northeast of Fort Collins in northeastern
Colorado (40802300N, 1044501500W; 1625 m a.s.l.). Mean
annual temperature and precipitation are approximately
9.5C and 320 mm, respectively [Mosier et al., 1996,
1997]. Mean monthly temperature ranges from 4 to
22C seasonally and has an average daily maximum-minimum range of 17C. Annual precipitation has ranged
between 107 and 588 mm over the last 50 years. The
grazing-tolerant C4 grass blue gramma (Bouteloua gracilis)
is the dominant vegetation type in this strongly waterlimited and N-limited system [e.g., Sims et al., 1978]. The
data set present in the literature includes annual NPP, soil
moisture contents, and other variables measured in control
and CO2-enhanced open-top chambers beginning in 1997
[Morgan et al., 2001], and daily meteorological data for
30 years (1969 – 1999). Under high [CO2], there is evidence
of increased productivity, a decline in plant tissue nitrogen
concentration, and increased soil moisture [e.g., Morgan et
al., 2001, 2004; Mosier et al., 2002]. Under soil warming,
there is evidence of increased soil respiration and reduced
soil moisture [Rustad et al., 2001, and references therein].
[25] The second grassland system is a tallgrass prairie site
north of Manhattan, Kansas (3970N, 96210W; 324 m
a.s.l.). The 30-year mean monthly maximum temperature
ranges from 7C in February to 33C in early July. The
30-year average annual precipitation is 840 mm, with
520 mm occurring during the growing season. Vegetation,
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comprising a mixture of C3 and C4 species, is dominated by
C4, warm-season grasses (85% C4 grasses, 5% C3 forbs, 5%
Cyperacea, 3% perennial C3 grasses, and 2% annual C3
grasses and forbs), and displays seasonal growth limited by
nitrogen and water [Owensby et al., 1994]. Further details
about species composition and experimental procedures are
given by Owensby et al. [1993, 1994, 1999]. Open-top
chambers have been used at this site to implement treatments at ambient and twice-ambient CO2 concentrations. At
an ambient CO2 concentration of 350 ppm, annual productivity is water-limited at this site [Owensby et al., 1999].
The data set in the literature includes annual aboveground
and belowground C and N contents of biomass, soil
moisture contents, and daily meteorological data for eight
consecutive years (1989– 1996) [Knapp et al., 1993, 1994,
1996; Owensby et al., 1993, 1994, 1999; Ham et al., 1995;
Bremer et al., 1996; Hamerlynck et al., 1997]. There is
evidence that the productivity response to elevated [CO2] is
N-limited and is larger in dry than wet years [Owensby et
al., 1994], and that soil moisture is enhanced at high [CO2]
[Owensby et al., 1999; Morgan et al., 2004].
[26] The forest system is a plantation of Norway spruce
(Picea abies, L. Cast) planted in 1963 at the Flakaliden site
(6470N, 19270E; 310 m a.s.l.) approximately 60 km west
of Umeå, Sweden, where treatments have included fertilization, irrigation, CO2 enrichment in whole-tree chambers,
and soil warming. Mean monthly temperature ranges from
9C in February to 14C in July. Mean annual precipitation is 600 mm, which generally maintains the nutrientpoor soil at high water content. More than a third of
precipitation falls as snow, with snow cover usually persisting from mid-October to mid-May. The site is N-limited but
not water-limited [Bergh et al., 1998, 1999]. The data set in
the literature includes annual NPP, tree height and diameter,
C and N contents of biomass, and daily meteorological data
for 13 consecutive years (1990 to present). After 5 years of
soil warming (by 5C at 10 cm depth, through the growing
seasons during years 1995 – 2000), annual volume growth
increased by 100% and 50% in irrigated (control) and
irrigated-fertilized stands, respectively, that were in a
long-term nutrient optimization experiment beginning in
1987 [Jarvis and Linder, 2000; Strömgren and Linder,
2002]. Elevated-[CO2] effects on productivity at the tree
level are positive but small (S. Linder, personal communication, 2004).
2.5. Model Input Requirements
[27] Meteorological data required by G’DAY and DAYCENT are daily maximum and minimum air temperatures,
total solar radiation, and precipitation. For the G’DAY
model, mean daily saturation vapor pressure deficit (D)
was calculated using a sinusoidal pattern of temperature
over a 24-hour cycle under an assumption that air is
saturated at the daily minimum temperature, following the
method of McMurtrie et al. [1990]. Simulations below were
based on daily meteorological measurements over an 8-year
period at each site. Our objective was to run simulations
over approximately 1 century, so we opted for a 104-year
period at each site, from 1996 to 2100, which we represent
by 13 cycles of the 8-year meteorological data file. For the
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C3 forest, G’DAY included both the direct CO2 effect on NPP
and the indirect effect of increased water-use efficiency. For
both C4-dominant grasslands, G’DAY included only the
water-use efficiency effect. DAYCENT included direct effect
on NPP and transpiration for all three sites (linear CO2 effects
with 10%, 20%, and 25% increases of NPP and 40%, 40%,
and 10% reductions of transpiration at twice ambient [CO2],
at Colorado, Kansas, and Flakaliden, respectively).
[28] For the G’DAY model, assumptions about future
changes in vapor pressure deficit D are critical at waterlimited sites because D determines water-use efficiency. It is
common in ecophysiological models to evaluate absolute
humidity by assuming that air is saturated at the daily
temperature minimum [Running et al., 1987; McMurtrie et
al., 1990; Glassy and Running, 1994]. For simulations of
rising temperature, values of D may fall between two
extremes: (1) absolute humidity may increase so that air is
saturated at future Tmin; and (2) absolute humidity may not
change in the future (i.e., air is saturated at current Tmin).
For the G’DAY simulations below, we choose the middle
ground and model D under rising temperature (treatment T)
by assuming absolute humidity increases by half the increase that would occur if air was saturated at the higher
future Tmin.
2.6. Climate Change Simulations
[29] The treatments involving gradual increases in [CO2],
T, and N input, at rates per 100 years specified in Table 1,
were applied to the data so that daily mean values increased
gradually while conserving daily (high frequency) variability [cf. McMurtrie et al., 2001]. These climatic change
simulations aimed to investigate gradual (linear) increases
at the following rates per 100 years (treatments): a [CO2]
increase from 350 to 700 ppm; daily mean maximum and
minimum air temperatures and soil temperature increases of
1, 3, and 2C, respectively; and an additional nitrogen (N)
input to the inorganic N pool that increases from 0 to 1 g
m2 yr1. When applied together, the increases in [CO2]
and temperature approximate the IPCC climate change
scenario IS92a [Houghton et al., 1995].
[30] Simulations were initiated by running long-term
simulations under current climate. This procedure was
continued until the 8-year sum of NEP was zero under
current climate; we denote this as ‘‘quasi-equilibrium’’
although technically it includes daily variability that cancels
out over the 8-year period. The G’DAY and DAYCENT
models were run to quasi-equilibrium before simulating
responses to the treatments. The quasi-equilibrium starting
point is probably unrealistic for these sites which are
expected to have positive NEP. However, we were most
interested in the ecosystem response to the treatments
without any influence from a system drifting from a preexisting nonequilibrium state toward a state closer to
equilibrium. Starting at quasi-equilibrium allowed us to
attribute ecosystem responses wholly to treatments and
thereby avoid any confounding response by a nonequilibrium
state. All simulations at Kansas and Colorado included
grazing. Fire was not factored into simulations at any site.
[31] We simulated outputs of net primary production
(NPP) and heterotrophic respiration (Rh) to calculate the
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carbon sink (NEP = NPP  Rh) responses to various
combinations (Table 1) of the three treatments (rising
[CO2], rising T, and rising N input) over the next century.
We also output soil carbon (including aboveground and
belowground litter) in order to trace changes in NEP to C
storage changes in soil versus biomass.

3. Results
[32] Simulations of annual NPP, NEP, and soil C in
response to the treatments are shown in Figures 1, 2, and
3, respectively for the strongly water- and N-limited Colorado shortgrass site, the N-limited and moderately waterlimited Kansas tallgrass site, and the cooler N-limited
Flakaliden forest site.
3.1. Net Primary Productivity
[33] Increasing [CO2] (treatment C, Table 1) has a positive
impact on NPP at all three sites (Figure 1, open squares) for
both models. G’DAY shows an initial rapid response that
decelerates, most markedly at the nutrient-poor Flakaliden
site. DAYCENT shows a more gradual increase over the
century at all three sites, and some deceleration is evident at
Colorado. At the end of the 104-year period, using G’DAY
and DAYCENT, respectively, NPP has increased by approximately 19% and 25% at Colorado, 11% and 12% at
Kansas, and 12% and 6% at Flakaliden (Table 2).
[34] The temperature treatment (treatment T, Table 1)
enhances soil net N mineralization, directly affects photosynthesis, and alters vapor pressure deficit. Both models
predict that the NPP response to increasing temperature will
be negative at Colorado and positive at Kansas and Flakaliden (Figure 1, open triangles), except for DAYCENT’s
simulation of the final 20 years at Flakaliden; the increase in
NPP with temperature is related to increased mineralization
with higher temperature, the decrease in NPP at the end is
accompanied by increasing soil C, and immobilization of
N in SOM is inhibiting NPP. Negative responses result from
T-induced increases in water stress simulated by both
models. After 104 years, using G’DAY and DAYCENT,
respectively, NPP responses reached 4.3% and 1.2% at
Colorado, +6.5% and +7.2% at Kansas, and +23.8% and
0.9% at Flakaliden (Table 2).
[35] Under the CT treatment (Figure 1, open diamonds)
simulated NPP increases more than under either C or T
alone. These increases tend to be greater using G’DAY than
DAYCENT. Simulated NPP responses to rising [CO2] and
temperature are approximately additive at all sites using
DAYCENT, and at Flakaliden using G’DAY, but not at the
grasslands (Figures 1 and 4). The nonadditive or interactive
effect of rising [CO2] and temperature on the simulated NPP
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response is positive (synergistic), and is largest for G’DAY
at the strongly water- and N-limited Colorado site (Figure 4).
This synergistic effect relates to the increasing temperature
optimum of photosynthesis at high [CO2] and the alleviation
of soil N constraints on the [CO2] response when the soil is
warmed [Medlyn et al., 2000] under alleviated water stress
at higher [CO2].
[36] Increasing N input (treatments CN and CTN, Table 1)
stimulates NPP response over the long term for both
models, tending to enhance and prolong the rapid initial
increase in NPP with increasing [CO2]. Comparison of
simulations C and CN (Figure 1, open squares and solid
squares, respectively) indicates that a small increase in N
input is sufficient to overcome the progressive soil-N
constraint that occurs under treatment C.
[37] Since the NPP responses to treatments tend to be
additive under increasing N input, the largest response is the
combined treatment CTN (Figure 1, solid diamonds), except
at Colorado where responses to CN are also large for both
models. At Kansas and Flakaliden, responses to CTN
exceed CN because rising temperature enhances N availability, whereas at Colorado, rising temperature tends to
enhance water limitation. The NPP enhancements after 104
years under the CTN treatment, using G’DAY and DAYCENT, respectively, are approximately 59% and 101% at
Colorado, 55% and 37% at Kansas, and 67% and 62% at
Flakaliden (Table 2).
3.2. Heterotrophic Respiration
[38] Differences between simulated NPP and Rh are small
relative to their magnitude, and their trends are fairly
similar. Therefore we do not display simulations of Rh.
How the pattern for Rh differs from NPP can be inferred
from the NEP plots (Figure 2). In general, simulated Rh
responses to treatment CT were additive using DAYCENT
(data not shown) and interactive using G’DAY to similar
extents at each site, as for NPP (Figure 4).
3.3. Net Ecosystem Productivity
[39] Simulated annual net ecosystem production (NEP)
shown in Figure 2 is obtained by subtracting heterotrophic
respiration (carbon loss; Rh) from net primary production.
The NEP response to rising [CO2] is positive at all sites
using both models (Figure 2, open squares) indicating
larger NPP responses than Rh responses for both models.
Both models show evidence of NEP saturation except for
DAYCENT at Kansas and Flakaliden. DAYCENT displays
smaller positive NEP than G’DAY at Colorado and Flakaliden because DAYCENT simulates more similar
increases in NPP and R h . Under rising [CO 2 ] the
G’DAY model has a peak NEP of 4.4 g C m2 yr1

Figure 1. Simulations of annual net primary productivity (NPP) in response to the various treatments: gradual increases in
[CO2] (denoted C), temperature (T), and nitrogen (N), and their combinations (CT, CN, and CTN) as specified in Table 1.
NPP responses are shown for: the strongly water- and N-limited shortgrass steppe at the Colorado site using (a) G’DAY and
(b) DAYCENT, the water-limited tallgrass prairie at the Kansas site using (c) G’DAY and (d) DAYCENT, and nutrientlimited Norway spruce at the Flakaliden site using (e) G’DAY and (f) DAYCENT. All curves are 8-year averages of annual
NPP. Both models were run to quasi-equilibrium prior to treatment perturbations. The simulated quasi-equilibrium for two
loops of the 8-year meteorological data file (first 16 years) is shown as a baseline.
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Figure 2. Simulations of annual net ecosystem production (NEP) in response to the various treatments:
gradual increases in [CO2] (denoted C), temperature (T), and nitrogen (N), and their combinations (CT,
CN, and CTN), over the 104-year period as specified in Table 1. NEP responses are shown for: the
strongly water- and N-limited shortgrass steppe at the Colorado site using (a) G’DAY and (b) DAYCENT,
the water-limited tallgrass prairie at the Kansas site using (c) G’DAY and (d) DAYCENT, and nutrientlimited Norway spruce at the Flakaliden site using (e) G’DAY and (f) DAYCENT. All curves are 8-year
averages of annual NEP. Both models were run to quasi-equilibrium prior to treatment perturbations. The
simulated initial equilibrium (first 16 years) is shown as a baseline.
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Figure 3. Simulations of soil carbon (soil C) in response to the various treatments: gradual increases in
[CO2] (denoted C), temperature (T), and nitrogen (N), and their combinations (CT, CN, and CTN), over
the 104-year period as specified in Table 1. Soil C responses are shown for: the strongly water- and Nlimited shortgrass steppe at the Colorado site using (a) G’DAY and (b) DAYCENT, the water-limited
tallgrass prairie at the Kansas site using (c) G’DAY and (d) DAYCENT, and nutrient-limited Norway
spruce at the Flakaliden site using (e) G’DAY and (f) DAYCENT. All curves are 8-year averages. Both
models were run to equilibrium prior to treatment perturbations, and the simulated initial equilibrium
(first 16 years) is shown as a baseline.
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Table 2. Simulated Treatment Responses of Net Primary Productivity (NPP) and Soil C Expressed as Percent Change After 104 Years
Compared to Equilibrium Base Levelsa
C
G’DAY

T

DAYCENT

G’DAY

CT

CN

CTN

DAYCENT

G’DAY

DAYCENT

G’DAY

DAYCENT

G’DAY

DAYCENT

27.3
20.7
6.4

60.5
40.5
39.0

101.4
28.2
58.2

58.5
54.7
66.8

100.8
37.4
62.1

2.7
4.0
1.5

13.6
12.8
9.2

20.7
6.5
8.7

8.0
9.9
5.6

20.0
0.0
9.8

Colorado
Kansas
Flakaliden

18.6
10.5
12.2

25.1
11.9
6.2

4.3
6.5
23.8

1.2
7.2
0.9

NPP
31.6
21.7
39.8

Colorado
Kansas
Flakaliden

5.7
5.0
4.5

2.2
2.3
0.5

5.7
3.6
3.6

0.3
6.1
1.1

SoilC
3.7
2.6
1.1

a

Treatments C, T, CT, CN, and CTN are as per Table 1.

around year 2030 at Colorado, 3.6 g C m2 yr1 around year
2010 at Kansas, and 15.2 g C m2 yr1 around year 2020 at
Flakaliden. The post-peak decline is similar at the three sites,
but the absolute decline for Flakaliden is more than twice that
for Colorado and Kansas. Using DAYCENT, peak NEP is
approximately 0.9, 4.4, and 4.3 g C m2 yr1 at Colorado,
Kansas, and Flakaliden, respectively.
[40] NEP responses to rising temperature differ qualitatively for forest and grasslands. For the forest, G’DAY
predicts an initial transient decrease followed by recovery to
a substantial temperature-induced enhancement in NEP that
persists over the rest of the century (Figure 2e), whereas
DAYCENT predicts a small increase in NEP that declines to
approximately zero by 2100 (Figure 2f). For the grassland
sites, simulated NEP remains negative over the century
under treatment T using both models (Figures 2a – 2d).
[41] Increasing N input enhances NEP at all sites for both
models. The decline in NEP occurring over the long term
under the C treatments does not occur with increasing N
input.
[42] As for NPP, the effects of treatments on simulated
NEP are approximately additive for DAYCENT at all sites
(Table 2) and for G’DAY at Flakaliden (Figure 4). At the
grassland sites, G’DAY simulations display greater interactive response to multifactor treatments.

and +1.1%, at Flakaliden, for G’DAY and DAYCENT,
respectively (Table 2 and Figure 3). The temperature response is negative because increasing decomposition
exceeds litter C inputs and this leads to reduced soil organic
matter. In the case of DAYCENT at Flakaliden, both NPP
and NEP increase a small amount under treatment T, and this
means the increase in Rh is very small. A small increase in
NPP leads to increased litterfall and C flow into SOC pools.
Litter C input is greater than C loss from Rh, resulting in net
C flux into soil, and soil C accumulates over the century.
[45] Under the CT treatment, G’DAY predicts increased
soil C at all sites. For both grasslands the NPP, soil C, and
NEP responses are enhanced more under the CT treatment
than the summation of separate responses to C and T
treatments (Figure 4). DAYCENT, however, predicts that
soil C will decrease at the grassland sites under treatment
CT but increase at Flakaliden. These differences in soil C
response by DAYCENT can be understood from the approximately additive responses to C and T treatments.
[46] Increasing N input increases soil C levels substantially at all sites. Soil C is generally higher under CN than
under CTN, except for DAYCENT at Flakaliden, because
warming enhances soil decomposition more than NPP.

4. Discussion
3.4. Soil Carbon
[43] Simulations of soil carbon responses to treatments for
the three sites are shown in Figure 3. The effect of
increasing [CO2] is positive at all sites after 104 years,
except for DAYCENT at Colorado: +5.7% and 2.2% at
Colorado, +5.0% and +2.3% at Kansas, and +4.5% and
+0.5% at Flakaliden, for G’DAY and DAYCENT, respectively (Table 2). Soil C responses to [CO2] and T are smaller
for DAYCENT partly because litter C inputs are smaller.
Soil C declines under treatment C for DAYCENT at
Colorado because decomposition of SOC increases (under
wetter soil) more than C inputs to the soil. Note, however,
that NEP is positive for treatment C, even though soil C
decreases, because NEP also includes C in biomass, and the
increase in biomass C exceeds soil C loss.
[44] The positive CO2 effect on soil C is in contrast to the
negative effect of increasing temperature at all sites, except
for DAYCENT at Flakaliden: 5.7% and 0.3% after 104
years at Colorado, 3.6% and 6.1% at Kansas, and 3.6%

[47] We will discuss the above results in the following
order: impacts of rising [CO2], rising temperature, rising
[CO2] and T, and rising N input. We will then discuss
new insights into carbon sink saturation and key model
sensitivities.
4.1. Under Rising CO2
[48] Under rising [CO2] both models predict a sustained C
sink (positive NEP) over the next century at all three sites.
Generally, NEP (=NPP  Rh) remains positive in the
simulations because the predicted net primary productivity
NPP response to rising [CO2] exceeds the predicted
response in heterotrophic respiration Rh. However, there
are some key similarities and differences between the two
models. G’DAY predicts that NEP will increase and peak
after 2 to 3 decades, then gradually decline at the grasslands
(Figures 2a and 2c) and the forest (Figure 2e). Thus there is
a tendency for sink saturation, as previously proposed
[Scholes, 1999], as the NPP response decelerates. This is
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Figure 4. Annual NPP and NEP responses relative to equilibrium levels (shown at the beginning of
each simulation in Figures 1 and 2, respectively) using G’DAY. The summation of separate responses to
C and T treatments (as specified in Table 1) C + T are shown along with the response to treatment CT for:
Colorado (a) NPP and (b) NEP, Kansas (c) NPP and (d) NEP, and Flakaliden (e) NPP and (f) NEP.
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consistent with evidence emerging after several years from
elevated CO2 experiments, in which a step increase in [CO2]
is applied, that N feedbacks may progressively limit the
NPP response [Luo et al., 2004]. Under rising [CO2],
DAYCENT predicts a small positive NEP response at the
shortgrass steppe (Colorado) that peaks and then declines, a
small positive response at the forest (Flakaliden), and a
strong positive NEP response at the tallgrass prairie (Kansas) that peaks after approximately 8 decades. Thus there is
evidence of sink saturation for both models, and this occurs
when Rh, although remaining less than NPP for positive
NEP, increases at a faster rate than NPP, as NPP becomes
progressively N limited. This similarity occurs because the
models have similar assumptions about N feedback mechanisms acting on NPP (Table A1). This result highlights the
importance of soil nitrogen availability on sink saturation in
terrestrial ecosystems.
[49] Differences in simulated NEP between models and
sites can be traced to differences in NPP and Rh. Generally,
NPP using DAYCENT increases more slowly and takes
longer to level off than G’DAY. This difference arises
because in DAYCENT, potential NPP and transpiration
are linear functions of [CO2], whereas G’DAY assumes
saturating CO2 functions. A faster rate of increase in NPP
leads to greater rates of input of C and N into soil, and of N
immobilization into SOM. Another reason why NPP levels
off more slowly for DAYCENT is that soil C simulated by
DAYCENT increases less than for G’DAY (Figure 3,
treatment C), so that N immobilization in SOM is reduced,
leading to reduced N-limitation of productivity [Luo et al.,
2004]. In spite of these differences, the magnitude of NPP
responses to treatment C after 100 years is similar to
observations under twice ambient [CO2] at the grasslands
[Morgan et al., 2001; Owensby et al., 1993].
[50] G’DAY predicts that NPP response to rising [CO2] at
the grasslands is larger in relatively dry years (out of the
8-year meteorological data sequence) when water limitation
to growth is alleviated more than in wetter years (simulations not shown). This prediction is consistent with experimental results [Owensby et al., 1994, 1999; Morgan et al.,
2001, 2004]. At the non-water-limited forest, simulated
NPP responses to rising [CO2] differ little between wet
and dry years, implying that alleviation of water limitation
to growth is less than at the grassland sites.
[51] Changes in simulated soil C and N:C ratio differ
between sites and models. Under rising [CO2] DAYCENT
predicts little change in SOC and soil N:C ratio at Colorado,
but a small increase in SOC and little change in N:C ratio at
Kansas. At high [CO2], G’DAY predicts increased soil C at
all three sites and reduced N:C ratio of SOM (because of
enhanced soil N immobilization leading to decreases in soil
inorganic N). Decomposition rates (C outputs) and carbon
inputs to soil have been measured for Colorado shortgrass
steppe and are both enhanced under high [CO2] treatments
[Pendall et al., 2003, 2004], but experimental measurements of the effect of high [CO2] on soil C and N:C ratio are
not available. The change in soil C over time will depend
quantitatively on the balance between these C input and
output fluxes. DAYCENT predicts similar changes to NPP
and Rh, so there is little change in NEP, which is reflected in
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soil C. G’DAY predicts the balance to favor C inputs to soil,
derived from an early increase in NPP that exceeds the Rh
response. For Kansas tallgrass prairie, however, measured
total soil C and N both increased under elevated [CO2]
[Jastrow et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2000, 2004], while
soil N:C ratio tended to decrease slightly [Williams et al.,
2000]. The increased soil C under elevated [CO2] was
attributed to higher rates of C inputs to soil than decomposition [Williams et al., 2004]. Thus, experimental observations on the tallgrass prairie accord with the predictions of
both models for Kansas under gradually increasing [CO2].
The different soil C results between Colorado and Kansas
for DAYCENT are caused by lower N availability at
Colorado and greater N constraint to NPP. Experimental
measurements of soil C and N:C ratio under high [CO2]
treatments are not available for Norway spruce at Flakaliden. However, for another experimental pine ecosystem
(N-limited Loblolly pine at Duke, North Carolina)
exposed to high [CO2] for several years, there is some
evidence of increased soil C and N sequestration in SOM
[Schlesinger and Lichter, 2001; Finzi et al., 2002]. It is
difficult to compare our model results with experimental
observations because experiments employ step increases
in [CO2], temperature, or increased N, whereas the model
results in this paper assumed gradual increases.
4.2. Under Rising Temperature
[52] At both grassland sites the rising temperature treatment (T) induces declines in NEP and soil C using both
models (Figures 2a – 2d). Both models predict little change
in NPP at Colorado but increasing NPP at Kansas (Figure 1).
These results are caused by enhanced water stress at
Colorado that constrains NPP (Figures 1a and 1b), and
enhanced decomposition at Kansas leading to increased
NPP (Figures 1c and 1d) but a larger increase in Rh. At
Colorado, decomposition and Rh are constrained by enhanced water stress more for DAYCENT than G’DAY. For
DAYCENT, the C sink at Colorado is fairly unresponsive to
warming because water stress limits both NPP and decomposition. This contrast between the grassland sites, and
between the models, flags the importance of water availability for a C sink response to warming.
[53] At the forest site under rising temperature both
models predict positive NEP (Figures 2e and 2f), which is
sustained in the long term with G’DAY but declines to zero
after 90 years with DAYCENT. According to G’DAY,
warming stimulates NPP through a direct effect of elevated
temperature on photosynthesis and through enhanced decomposition leading to reduced soil C (Figure 3e) but
increased soil N mineralization, whereas DAYCENT predicts small increases in soil N release, NPP, and soil C
(Figure 3f). Rising temperature at Flakaliden has little effect
on decomposition using DAYCENT because of increased
soil moisture limitation, so N limitation to growth is not
strongly alleviated. Both models have similar decomposition-temperature relationships, but decomposition in DAYCENT is more sensitive to soil moisture. The G’DAY
results agree with data showing a significant warming
response on NPP at this site [Strömgren and Linder,
2002]. After 5 years of soil warming treatment at the
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Flakaliden site, stemwood production doubled in the irrigated (control) stand and increased by 50% in the irrigated
and fertilized stand [Strömgren and Linder, 2002]. This
growth response to warming was attributed to the strong
effect of increased soil N mineralization on growth (alleviation of growth N limitation was relatively greater in the
irrigated unfertilized stand) and increased season length
(particularly the effect of increased soil temperature at the
beginning of the growing season). Increased total N content
in aboveground tree biomass reflected soil N released under
soil warming. Measurements of soil-surface CO2 flux in the
Flakaliden soil-warming experiment suggest that Rh acclimated to temperature during the first 5 years [Strömgren
and Linder, 2002], partly due to depletion of labile
SOM because of enhanced decomposition in warmed soil
[Eliasson et al., 2004]. G’DAY simulates positive NEP that
levels off in the long term, indicating that the rate of
increase in simulated Rh toward the end of the century is
similar to that of NPP. Soil C decreases (Figure 3e), which
will tend to negatively feedback on Rh.
4.3. Under Rising [CO2] and T
[54] Under rising [CO2] and T (treatment CT), G’DAY
predicts a substantial positive NEP at all sites whereas
DAYCENT predicts a small sustained positive NEP only
at Flakaliden. Using G’DAY, both NPP and Rh increase in
response to treatment CT at all sites, but the increase in
NPP early in the century is larger, so that NEP is substantially positive. On the other hand, DAYCENT predicts
positive but similar increases in NPP and Rh at all sites,
so that NEP is positive but small at the forest and close to
zero at the grasslands. G’DAY predicts larger NPP increases
under treatment CT than DAYCENT partly because rising
[CO2] and rising temperature have a pronounced interactive
effect using G’DAY but are approximately additive using
DAYCENT.
[55] Interactions between rising [CO2] and temperature
can happen in numerous ways, for example, (1) the photosynthetic temperature optimum is higher at elevated [CO2]
[McMurtrie and Wang, 1993]; (2) effects of temperature and
[CO2] on water-use efficiency WUE are nonadditive (equation (1)); (3) effects of temperature and soil moisture on
NPP, decomposition, and N mineralization are multiplicative in many models, leading to nonadditive temperature and
[CO2] effects; and (4) NPP and/or decomposition may be
water-limited at current [CO2] and hence less responsive to
rising temperature than at elevated [CO2] where water stress
is alleviated owing to improved WUE. Treatments T and C
are nonadditive using G’DAY (Figure 4) which incorporates
all four interactions above. Nonadditivity is most pronounced at the strongly water-limited Colorado grassland,
and is least at the N-limited forest. The C-T interaction is
weaker in DAYCENT’s simulations. Key differences between the models are that DAYCENT does not incorporate
the first and second methods and that they differ in how the
third and fourth methods are incorporated (Table A1).
4.4. Under Increasing N Input
[56] NEP responds positively to increasing N input, and C
sink saturation is alleviated by a modest increase in N input
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(Figure 2). Under increasing N, neither model shows strong
evidence of sink saturation or declining NEP. This means
that sink saturation is related to soil N limitation. For
instance, according to G’DAY, at the strongly water-limited
Colorado site, alleviation of water limitation under rising
[CO2] (treatment C) leads to a peak in NEP after 32 years
followed by a decline (Figure 2a), whereas under treatment
CN the decline is not evident. The strong N effect on NPP
simulated by both models at the forest site agrees with
fertilization experiments from this site [Bergh et al., 1999],
and the strong NPP response under elevated [CO2] and N
addition at the tallgrass prairie agrees with data showing a
significant interaction between these two factors at this site
[Owensby et al., 1994].
4.5. Insights Into Carbon Sink Saturation
4.5.1. Grassland Versus Forest
[57] The most striking difference between the grasslands
and forest is the NEP response to rising temperature, which
is positive over the long term for the forest ecosystem
(Figures 2e and 2f) but negative for the grasslands
(Figures 2a and 2d). This result highlights the importance
of ecosystem structure on C sink response to climate
change. An explanation according to G’DAY is that some
of the additional NPP in the forest is allocated to woody
biomass where carbon can be stored for a long time
compared to foliage and fine roots. Even a small allocation
of released N to low N:C ratio woody biomass can be
sufficient to produce a substantial increase in ecosystem C
storage (Figure 2e) [Rastetter et al., 1992; Shaver et al.,
2000]. The presence of woody biomass provides a low N:C
ratio pool that allows the system to store more carbon under
rising temperature for the same total system N content. This
mechanism for increased C storage under warming is absent
for grasslands, where plant carbon is stored in foliage and
roots, which have higher N:C ratios and faster turnover than
woody biomass.
4.5.2. Effects of Water Limitation
[58] At the water-limited grasslands, NEP is sensitive to
rising [CO2] because enhanced water-use efficiency at high
[CO2] leads to wetter soils, which enhances both NPP and
decomposition. The effect on decomposition is more sensitive for DAYCENT, so that under higher [CO2], soil
moisture limitation to decomposition is alleviated more
using DAYCENT than G’DAY. In DAYCENT, transpiration
is directly reduced under high [CO2] so that water savings
are immediately reflected in soil moisture. Simulated Rh
response to rising [CO2] is thus greater for DAYCENT than
G’DAY at the strongly water-limited Colorado site, which
explains why DAYCENT predicts lower NEP than G’DAY
at Colorado. Higher water contents under elevated [CO2]
simulated by DAYCENT for the grassland sites agree with
data from both sites [Mosier et al., 2002; Morgan et al.,
2004]. Increased Rh simulated by both models at the shortgrass steppe is also consistent with observations of higher
decomposition rates under elevated [CO2] at this site
[Pendall et al., 2003]. Assumptions about the sensitivity
of decomposition to water savings under rising [CO2]
between the two models at Colorado have an important
influence on the magnitude of simulated NEP. Water sav-
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ings occur and soil respiration does respond to experiments
at Colorado that use a step increase in [CO2], but the
response to gradually increasing [CO2] has not received
enough attention to resolve this difference between the
models.
[59] Care should be taken in extrapolating the results
reported in this paper to different systems. For example,
observations from the two grasslands considered here have
shown significantly higher soil water under elevated [CO2]
whereas observations for a drier grassland in the Mojave
Desert, Nevada, showed no increase in soil water content
[Morgan et al., 2004]. Thus Morgan et al. [2004] argue that
a minimum level of water is needed before a CO2-induced
water effect can be observed. In very dry systems, available
water may be lost via evaporation and transpiration regardless of high [CO2], but in moderately dry systems, high
[CO2] can induce a more gradual decline in soil water
content after rain events. Morgan et al. [2004] conclude,
however, that in many situations, indirect moisture effects
alone can account for observed increases in grassland
biomass under elevated [CO2].
4.5.3. Effects of N Limitation
[60] Cramer et al. [2001] predict negative global terrestrial
NEP under rising temperature [see also Schimel et al., 2001].
This prediction is consistent with the T simulations by
G’DAY and DAYCENT for the grasslands (Figures 2a – 2d)
but not for the forest (Figures 2e – 2f). Of the six DGVMs
considered by Cramer et al. [2001], all of which incorporate
ecophysiological effects of temperature on NPP, only
HYBRID [Friend et al., 1997] and SDGVM [Woodward et
al., 1998, 2001] simulate soil C-N interactions in soil and
litter decomposition. It is these interactions that underlie our
predictions of positive NEP under rising temperature at the
forest site [cf. Wullschleger et al., 2001].
[61] The average simulation of DGVMs by Cramer et al.
[2001] in response to rising [CO2] shows a large global
terrestrial C sink that is dissimilar to the pattern of NEP
under our C simulation but is similar to our CN simulations
(Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e). Thus the absence of sink saturation
in our treatments CN and CTN is consistent with simulations of DGVMs that do not include soil-N limitation
feedbacks [Cramer et al., 2001; Houghton et al., 2001]. The
contrast with our simulations C and CT, where there is
evidence of sink saturation, indicates that controls on soil N
availability, and in particular soil N immobilization, are
crucial in determining the future of terrestrial C sinks
[McMurtrie et al., 2001]. When N limitations are relieved
under our CN and CTN treatments, the two models have
similar NPP and NEP responses. This result supports
previous claims that soil N feedbacks dominate the longterm responses to rising [CO2] and temperature [McMurtrie
and Comins, 1996; Medlyn et al., 2000; McMurtrie et al.,
2001].
[62] Experimental evidence indicates that the fraction of
mineralized N that is immobilized in soil can be high
[Nadelhoffer et al., 1999], but the mechanisms of N
immobilization are not well understood. Suggested mechanisms include an increase in microbial population [Aber et
al., 1998], abiotic incorporation directly into soil organic
matter [Berg and Theander, 1984; Dail et al., 2001],
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conversion to organic nitrogen forms by mycorrhizae, and
a change in soil N:C ratio without a change in efflux
implying a change in microbial populations to ones with
different N requirements [McMurtrie et al., 2001]. A
modest gradual annual increase in N input (0.01 g m2
yr1) here is enough to override progressive soil N limitation with rising [CO2]. The additional 0.01 g m2 N input
per year accumulates over the 104 years to 50 g N m2,
which is sufficient to support increased ecosystem C storage
of 752, 696, and 2728 g C m2 at Colorado, Kansas, and
Flakaliden, respectively, for the CN treatment using G’DAY,
and 950, 585, and 3813 g C m2 using DAYCENT. These
increases in C storage can be expressed relative to initial
NPP. The increase in C storage over 104 years at Colorado,
Kansas, and Flakaliden is, respectively, 6.7, 1.6, and
12.5 times initial NPP according to G’DAY, and 8.6, 1.5,
and 15 times according to DAYCENT. It is interesting to
compare these results with global simulations from Cramer
et al. [2001]. Their six DGMVs predicted 350 to 890 Pg of
carbon (1 Pg = 1015 g) to accumulate in the terrestrial
biosphere by year 2100 under increasing atmospheric [CO2]
alone [Hungate et al., 2003], which represents 6 – 15 times
an initial global terrestrial NPP of 60 Pg C yr1 [Cramer et
al., 2001]. Assuming no change in N:C ratios of trees and
soils, this increase in terrestrial C storage requires an
additional N input of 7.7 to 37.5 Pg, which is much higher
than current estimates of global atmospheric N deposition
over the next century [Hungate et al., 2003]. Further
modeling analysis and data-model integration focused on
C and N cycle responses to elevated [CO2] and temperature
is needed [e.g., Luo et al., 2004]. Increased nitrogen fixation
would be expected to alleviate both progressive N limitation
and C sink saturation to some extent. Gifford [1992, 1994]
argues that there would be a small annual increase in N
fixation with increased carbon availability, which would be
sufficient over periods of 1 century or more to alleviate N
limitation to plant productivity. An increased flow of carbon
to soil under elevated [CO2], as litter, exudate, or a direct
flow to mycorrhizae, that stimulates microbial activity could
increase N mineralization and N fixation, and thus N
availability for plants [Zak et al., 1993]. Trends in foliar
N concentration of herbarium specimens have declined over
the last 250 years [Peñuelas and Estiarte, 1997], and leaf
d15N in the same specimens has declined as well, suggesting
that increased N fixation and soil N mineralization, and
decreased soil N losses, may have occurred during this
period. Measurement of the atmospheric N fixation response to elevated [CO2], and assessment of carbon costs
(energy) and benefits (net C gain) associated with N fixation
at particular sites, would be useful information. Although
the treatments with added N inputs (CN and CTN) are fairly
crude approximations to the complex N fixation process,
our simulations highlight the importance of N availability
on C sink saturation across these different sites.
[63] Thus our CN simulations are similar to Cramer et
al.’s [2001] C simulation, in that both show large NPP
responses and sustained positive NEP response with little
evidence of sink saturation. In our simulations with rising
[CO2] without increased N input (treatments C and CT),
there is evidence of sink saturation. This carbon sink
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decomposition rates of litter and SOM are a function of soil
temperature, moisture, N:C ratio, and lignin content;
soil texture effect on active and slow SOM
rate of change of soil inorganic N (Ninorg) modeled as gross N mineralization
plus N deposition/fixation, plant N uptake, N loss via leaching/gaseous
emission

fixed fraction of NPP allocated to foliage, wood, fine roots
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constant litterfall rates for foliage, wood, fine roots

leaf N:C ratio varies dynamically; fine root and wood N:C
ratios proportional to live foliage N:C ratio

retranslocation of a fixed fraction (e.g., 0 – 50%) of leaf N
and fine root N at senescence

fixed fractions (e.g., 0 – 50%) of foliage, nonstructural wood (sapwood),
fine root N contents (no root N retranslocation for grass)

derived from CENTURY model [Parton et al., 1987, 1993],
decomposition rates of litter and SOM are a function of soil
temperature, moisture, N:C ratio, and lignin content;
soil texture effect on active and slow SOM

daily change of soil inorganic N (Ninorg) modeled as gross N
mineralization plus N deposition minus microbial immobilization,
plant N uptake, N loss via leaching/gaseous emission

N:C ratios of substrate entering active, slow, passive SOM
are linear functions of Ninorg; dynamic

Senescence

Plant N:C ratios

Litter N:C ratio

N retranslocation

Soil C dynamics

Soil N dynamics

Soil N:C ratio
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C:N ratios of substrate entering active, slow, passive SOM, are linear functions
of Ninorg; dynamic

fixed fraction of leaf N content

based on litter source N:C ratio

dynamic ratios based on N availability

function of plant phenology and water and nutrient stress

dynamic allocation based on plant phenology and water and nutrient stress

N/A

C allocation

function of radiation, nutrients, water, and temperature

function of NPP and temperature

constant

fixed fraction of GPP

Respiration

N/A

ci/ca ratio

proportional to absorbed PAR with light use efficiency a
function of leaf N:C ratio [McMurtrie, 1991]

GPP of grass

N/A

N/A

GPP minus respiration

derived by integrating down the canopy with N declining
exponentially giving GPP analytically as a function of LAI,
mean foliage N:C ratio, incident photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR), and mean temperature [Medlyn et al., 2000]

GPP of forest

DAYCENT
radiation effect on NPP and transpiration

Net primary production (NPP)

rectangular hyperbolic function of light and leaf [N],
responsive to temperature and [CO2] [Medlyn et al., 2000];
photosynthesis is calculated using the Farquhar and
von Caemmerer [1982] model of C3 leaf photosynthesis,
where key parameters (Vcmax, Jmax, Km, G*) are affected by
temperature, and intercellular CO2 concentration ci is a fixed
fraction of atmospheric concentration ca; Vcmax, Jmax are
linearly related to leaf N content

Leaf photosynthesis of forest

G’DAY

Beer’s law, separation into sunlit and shaded foliage for
forest but not for grassland

Light interception

Process

Table A1. Key Model Algorithms and Parameters, and CO2, T, and N Effectsa
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function of PET, LAI, and soil water

consumption rate expressed as a fraction of foliage production

fixed fraction of C eaten, with remainder entering soil as faeces

fixed fraction of N eaten, as either faeces with constant N:C ratio or urine

Components: canopy interception, runoff and drainage, soil evaporation
(top layer), evapotranspiration; tipping bucket model (soil evaporation
and water factor on decomposition depend on moisture in top layer)

C3 and C4: minimum of light- and water-limited rates; water-limited
rate is determined from PAW and fine root mass;
light-limited rate is NPP divided by WUE

positively related to [CO2], inversely proportional to VPD (equation (1))

Grazing

C loss in grazing

N input to soil by grazers

Water balance

Evapotranspiration

Water-use efficiency

CO2 effect: under treatment C (Table 1) change in evapotranspiration; DET =
10% Flakaliden; DET = 40% grasslands; T effect: increases PET; N effect:
indirect increases to LAI can impact transpiration and soil moisture

CO2 effect: under treatment C (Table 1) change in WUE, DWUE = +63%;
T effect: increases soil evaporation and VPD; N effect: indirect
increases to leaf N:C ratio increase transpiration via WUE effect

function of soil moisture, T, litter N:C ratio, litter lignin and soil texture;
CO2 effect: increased WUE leads to increased soil moisture in the
topsoil layer; reduced leaf N:C ratio affects litter quality; T effect:
temperature activity factor is zero soil T 0C or a function
of

Tsoil 7:19
; N effect:
soil T > 0C, 0.0326 + 0.00351 (Tsoil)1.652  41:748
N:C ratio of material entering SOM pools is a function of soil inorganic
N pool; indirect increases to LAI can impact transpiration and soil
moisture constraint on decomposition; lignin:N ratio of litter
constrains decomposition rates

ET

Decomposition
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a
Abbreviations used: AET, actual evapotranspiration; [CO2], CO2 concentration; T, temperature; N, nitrogen; ET, evapotranspiration; GPP, gross primary production; LAI, leaf area index; N/A, not applicable;
NPP, net primary production; PAW, plant available water; PET, potential evapotranspiration; VPD, vapor pressure deficit; and D, change with a doubling of [CO2] from 350 to 700 ppm, where subscripted
abbreviations denote the variable to which the change applies.

function of soil moisture, T, litter N:C, and litter lignin and soil texture; CO2 effect:
increased WUE can lead to increased soil moisture; reduced leaf N:C ratio
affects litter quality; T effect: variable Q10 used-Q10 value highest at low T,
decreases with T increase, little effect for T > 30C N effect: N:C ratio of
material entering SOM pools is a function of soil inorganic N pool; indirect
increases to LAI can impact transpiration and soil moisture constraint on
decomposition; lignin:N ratio of litter constrains decomposition rates

CO2 effect: under treatment C (Table 1) linear change in maximum NPP,
DNPPmax = +25% Flakaliden, +20% Kansas, +10% Colorado T effect:
bell-shaped curve with minimum, maximum, and optimum T specific for
different vegetation N effect: N factor in NPP function

fixed fraction of N eaten, as either faeces with constant N:C ratio or urine

fixed fraction of C eaten, with remainder entering soil as faeces

consumption rate expressed as a fraction of foliage production

function of soil inorganic N content, LAI, radiation, and vegetation type

CO2 effect: based on Farquhar and von Caemmerer model, only for
light-limited productivity at Flakaliden; T effect: on photosynthesis;
N effect: leaf N:C ratio affects photosynthesis

CO2, T, N effects
GPP or NPP

Components: canopy interception, runoff and drainage, soil evaporation
(top layer), evapotranspiration from root zone; tipping bucket model;
Richard’s equation for water flow

proportional to soil inorganic N content [McMurtrie et al., 2001];
uptake is limited by maximum plant N:C ratios

Plant N uptake

gas losses from nitrification, denitrification, nitrate leaching from rooting zone

leaching and soil gaseous emission rates proportional to soil inorganic N pool

DAYCENT
atmospheric inputs and non-symbiotic fixation functions of precipitation and
AET, symbiotic fixation function of vegetation type and NPP

N loss

G’DAY

constant inputs from atmospheric deposition and symbiotic fixation

N input

Process

Table A1. (continued)
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saturation is consistent with Scholes’ prediction of C sink
saturation under rising [CO2] and temperature [Scholes,
1999; Scholes et al., 1999]. However, the mechanism
invoked by Scholes (that NPP approaches CO2 saturation
whereas respiration increases exponentially with temperature) differs from the mechanism operating in our simulations, where saturation is a consequence of soil
N feedbacks, and where the effect of rising temperature
differs between forest and grasslands and between waterand N-limited ecosystems.
4.5.4. Key Sensitivities to Carbon Storage
[64] For increased C storage in an N-limited system, there
must be (1) increased N input or (2) reduced N output,
(3) reduced N:C ratios or (4) a shift of N from soil (with
high N:C ratio) to plant (with low N:C ratio) [Rastetter et
al., 1992]. These four properties are useful for understanding key sensitivities of modeled C storage. The forest
simulations under treatment T are consistent with the fourth
property. The reduction in soil N:C ratio simulated under
treatment C is consistent with the third property [McMurtrie
et al., 2001]. There is also evidence of the first property in
the CN and CTN simulations. Feedbacks impacting on NPP
or Rh are thus important for predicting long-term NEP
response to global change, and may vary across contrasting
ecosystems.

5. Conclusions
[65] Both G’DAY and DAYCENT predict that the C sink
in two grasslands and a boreal forest will be sustained over
the next century. The results of this study do not therefore
support recent claims that increasing decomposition under
rising temperature, in a [CO2]-enhanced world, will lead to
a negative C sink [Woodwell, 1990; Pearce, 1999; Scholes,
1999; Kirschbaum, 2000]. The future carbon sink in an
ecosystem depends on site environmental factors (water,
temperature, and nutrient status) and vegetation type (here
grassland versus forest). The proportions of grass and forest
in ecosystems will be important, especially for predicting
NEP response to a warming climate. The sensitivities of
ecosystem NPP and decomposition responses to gradually
increasing [CO2] and temperature are important for predicting the size of the terrestrial C sink. Key scientific uncertainties that will affect the size of the terrestrial C sink over
the next century include future level of N inputs and
changes in rates of N immobilization in soil organic matter.

Appendix A
[66] To assist with the comparison of G’DAY and DAYCENT models, major processes incorporated in the models
are described in Table A1. Key effects of rising [CO2],
rising temperature, and increasing N input on productivity,
water use, and decomposition are summarized toward the
end of Table A1. Further details may be found in section 2
and references cited there.
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